A theory on the determination of 3D motion and 3D structure from features.
The present paper proposes a mathematical theory and a method of recognition of both the 3D structure and the motion of a moving object from its monocular image. Initially, characteristic features are extracted from the 2D perspective image of the object. Because motion of the object induces a change in its 2D perspective image, it also induces a change in the features which depends on the 3D structure and the velocity of the object. This suggests the possibility of detecting the 3D structure and the motion directly from the features and their changing rate, without the need for calculating optical flows. An analysis is made of the relation between the 3D rigid motion of a surface element and the change in local linear features. From this relation, a method is proposed for calculating the velocity of and the normal to the surface element without considering any correspondence of points. An optical flow can also be calculated by this method. Two simple computer simulations are provided.